Abstract. Factor analysis of three-hour dynamics from the winter solstice 22.12.2013 to 21.12.2014 of four meteorological parameters: atmospheric pressure; air temperature; relative humidity; dew point temperature was carried out by the method of identification of stable regularities (weather station Yoshkar-Ola, Russia, 2917WMO ID=27485). The sample capacity was 2917 rows. The correlation coefficient increased to 0.5065, which is more than 0.4583 for a seven-year data set. The ranking of the factors changed only for dependent parameters: the air pressure was the third. 14 members of the model were accepted for all meteorological parameters. The article analyzed the first four terms. For the dynamics of air pressure, the first term shows a decrease from the beginning of the year to its end, and the second term -an increase in air pressure. And two wavelets counteract the growth of air pressure. The period of oscillation of the third member at the beginning of the year is 21.2 days. Second wavelet on 22.12.2013 had a period 33.0 days. For the dynamics of relative humidity, the first term is the law of death, and the second term of the trend is the biotechnical law showing the limit of increase. The third term characterizes the daily fluctuation with a constant period of 0.5 days. The maximum oscillation period of 129.4 days is in the 11th member of the model. At air pressure and dew point temperature daily fluctuations are observed. For the dynamics of the dew point temperature, the first term, as well as for the air temperature, has a negative sign and therefore shows the effect of space (global cooling). And the second member of the biotechnical law gives the growth of the meteorological parameter due to sunlight to the summer equinox. The third term gives a jerk of the oscillatory perturbation of the dew point temperature in the first 100 days. The quantum certainty of binary relations is different.
Introduction
The winter solstice is the shortest day (with the longest night) of the year in the Northern hemisphere.
The winter solstice is an astronomical phenomenon when the inclination of the earth's axis of rotation in the direction from the Sun takes the greatest value 23 0 26 ′ . In different cultures, the interpretation of this event was perceived differently, but in most people it was regarded as a revival.
Within a few days before and after the solstice, the Sun almost does not change the declination, its midday heights in the sky are almost unchanged (the height during the year changes according to the schedule close to the bell-shaped top of the sinusoid); hence the name of the solstice. The slope of the Ecliptic plane to the plane of the celestial equator can be determined from observations of the sun's heights during both solstices.
The main factors of meteorology are: P 0 -atmospheric pressure at the level of weather station (mmHg); T -air temperature (degree Celsius) at a height of 2 meters above the earth's surface; U -relative humidity (%) at a height of 2 meters above the earth's surface at the weather station. For connection with the vegetation period near this meteorological station, we also take into account the fourth meteorological parameter T d -the dew point temperature (degree Celsius) at an altitude of 2 meters above the earth's surface.
For each ground-based weather station it turns out that it is necessary to study the point distributions of meteorological measurements every three hours on the above four parameters for the year between the December solstices. Pair connections between these parameters allow us to study the quanta of weather behavior for the year.
A priori, it is clear that the weather affects the course of development and growth (ontogenesis), especially of annual plants. And perennials weather is affected through annual ontogenesis of leaves. Quanta of leaf behavior, for example, birch (Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2018a; Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2015a; Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2015b) , common in the Northern hemisphere, clearly depend on quanta (asymmetric wavelets (Mazurkin, 2014; Mazurkin, 2015) behavior of air temperature and relative humidity. The water regime of meadows (Mazurkin, 2018a) and carbon dynamics in Europe change according to wavelets of universal design (Mazurkin, 2018b) .
The dynamics of ontogenesis of birch leaves during the growing season (Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2018b; Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2018c) in 2014 is characterized by biotechnical law (Mazurkin, 2014) and additionally asymmetric wavelets. Since the wavelets of the mathematical construction are the same (invariant) for any objects of research, the purpose of studying the quanta of behavior in binary relations between the taken into account meteorological parameters from 22.12.2013 to 21.12.2014 was revealed.
There are two types of quantum behavior: first, in dynamics, each factor is divided into the sum of wavelets, that is, in time, the factor is represented as a bundle of solitary waves (solitons) and this process is characterized as quantum unraveling;
secondly, the mutual influence of the four above factors with the frequency of measurements every three hours additionally obtains quantum entanglement in some boundaries.
Thus, any phenomenon or process can be estimated by the level of adequacy (correlation coefficient) of the decomposition of the functional connectivity of the system into quantum unraveling and quantum entanglement.
Source data
Weather Station Yoshkar-Ola, Russia, WMO ID=27485, the sample was accepted from 22.12.2013 to 21.12.2014, all days. Then sharply deviating points from the data array were excluded (Table  1 ). The power of statistical sampling on four meteorological parameters was 2917 lines.
In factor analysis, time is excluded, and it acts only as a system-forming factor that ensures the relationship between the four weather parameters. Therefore, the adequacy of the dynamics models is taken into account in the diagonal cells of the correlation matrix.
Factor analysis identification of the trend
The wavelet signal, as a rule, of any nature (object of study) is mathematically recorded by the wave formula (Mazurkin, 2014) of the form
where A i is an amplitude (half) of wavelet (axis y), p i is a half period of the wave (the axis x). According to the formula (1) with two fundamental physical constantse (the Neper number or the number of time) and π (the Archimedes number or the number of space), a quantized wavelet signal is formed from within the phenomenon and/or process under study. The concept of wavelet signal allows us to abstract from the physical meaning of many statistical series of measurements and consider their additive decomposition into components in the form of a sum of individual wavelets. A signal is a material carrier of information. And we understand information as a measure of interaction. A signal can be generated, but its reception is not required. A signal can be any physical process or part of it. It turns out that the change in the set of unknown signals has long been known, for example, through the series of three-hour meteorological measurements. However, there are still no statistical models of both dynamics and mutual connection between the four weather parameters at this weather station.
The trend is formed under the condition that the period of oscillation a 5i tends to infinity. Most often, the trend is formed from two members of the formula (1).
All models in this paper have been identified in the special case when a 2 = 0, by a two-term formula
where y -the dependent measure, x -influencing variable, a−g -model parameters (2) identified in the software environment CurveExpert-1.40. Table 2 shows the correlation matrix of binary links and the rating of four factors obtained by the method of identification (Mazurkin, 2014) The coefficient of correlation variation, that is a measure of the functional relationship between the parameters of the system (weather at the weather station), is equal to 7.4142/4 2 = 0.4634 which is more than 0.3018 for a seven-year period. As an influencing variable and dependent indicator on the first place was the meteorological parameter "Air temperature", on the second -"Dew point temperature" and on the third place -"Relative humidity".
In total, two strong regularities were obtained according to the formula (2) with a mutual relationship between temperatures with a correlation coefficient of at least 0.7.
Factor analysis by wave equation identification
At the information technology level, the 23rd Hilbert problem (development of methods of variational calculus) was solved by us (Mazurkin, 2014) .
At the same time, the variation of functions is reduced to the conscious selection of stable laws and the construction of adequate stable laws on their basis. We adhere to the concept of Descartes on the need to apply an algebraic equation of a General form directly as a finite mathematical solution of unknown differential or integral equations. For this purpose, a new class of wave functions (1) was proposed.
The concept of oscillatory adaptation in nature assumes that there are dependencies in the form of wave equations between the factors selected in Table 1 . However, it turned out that there is no wave connection between these four factors, which indicates the presence of a sufficiently strong quantum entanglement of meteorological data.
If the residues after the wavelet analysis are not further modeled, then experts say about some noise. But we believe that noise can be called only such residues that are equal to or less than the measurement error. Therefore, part of the noise exceeding the measurement errors in binary relations should be attributed to quantum entanglement. And the share of parameter values determined by the revealed regularities should be attributed to quantum unraveling.
For the dynamics we managed in the software environment CurveExpert-1.40 (URL: http://www.curveexpert.net) identify the second wavelet (Table 3) . The coefficient of correlative variation increased to 8.1042/16 = 0.5065, which is more than 0.4583 for a seven-year data set. At the same time, the rating of factors changed only for dependent indicators: air pressure became the third. The dynamics of the parameters is identified before the measurement error, and the number of members of the model can reach several tens. Therefore, in the diagonal cells of table 3, we can put the correlation coefficient 1. But the correlation coefficients of binary relations will not change. Then the coefficient of correlation variation will reach 8.8803/16 = 0.5550. Quantum entanglement data array in able 1 is equal to 1 -0.5550 = 0.4450.
Regularities of the dynamics of air pressure
We take dynamic models containing four terms (two for trend and two asymmetric wavelets). As a rule, the models of any dynamics can be brought to a finite set of wavelet signals by the identification method. The criterion for stopping the identification process is only the measurement error. Each wavelet becomes a separate quantum of behavior (the structure of macro-objects in comparison with their behavior can be assumed constant). For example, the average air temperature in Central England for 1659-2017 years according to Hadley Centre Central England Temperature (HadCET) to the measurement error ∓0.05 0 C is characterized by a set of 188 wavelets. 14 members of the model (1) were accepted for all meteorological parameters. As already mentioned, the wavelet analysis can be continued until the measurement error is reached. Therefore, the correlation coefficient of dynamic models can approach 1. But to package all wavelets, we need a new software environment for our scenarios of the method of identification of equation (1).
The adequacy of the model (1) according to table 5 by four terms is equal to the correlation coefficient 0.6776 ( Fig. 1) what's more with 7-year data.
Further in the article we analyze only the first four terms of the model (1). The first term according to the modified Laplace law (Mazurkin, 2014) shows a decrease in air pressure from the beginning of the year to its end. But the second term according to the law of exponential growth shows an increase in air pressure. As a result, two oppositely directed forces act on the change of pressure in the dynamics of three-hour changes during the year. And two wavelets counteract the growth of air pressure.
From the values of half-period oscillations is seen that the third member is the oscillation cycle 21.09724 × 2 ≈21.2 days, while the period of fluctuations during the year reduced. The second wavelet on 22.12.2013 had a period of oscillation of 16.48322 × 2 ≈ 33.0 days and in the future it increases.The ninth member has a starting value on 22.12.2013 for almost 200 days, and then increases until the end of the year.
The graphs in Fig. 1 show that the first wavelet in amplitude is significant up to the summer equinox, and a strong pressure fluctuation can excite plants to ontogenesis, and the second wavelet increases the amplitude until the end of the year. When exceeding a certain amplitude plants shed their leaves.
Regularities of air temperature dynamics
Four members of the air temperature (Table 5 ) have the highest correlation coefficient 0.9162 (0.8924 was obtained for seven-year data). Thus, the reduction of the measurement time interval usually increases the adequacy of the model (1). The two forces on the two members of the trend is the opposite. The first term according to the law of exponential growth shows an increase in negative temperatures, that is, it shows an increased impact on the weather of space. And the second term of the trend according to the biotechnical law (Mazurkin, 2014) shows the influence of sunlight during the year. The maximum air temperature is observed near the summer equinox (Fig. 1) .
Both wavelets on the sign are aimed at increasing the temperature of the air, which indicates global warming. There are four more such members with a positive sign in table 5. A negative sign in front of the component of the model shows global cooling. S is the variance; r is the correlation coefficient Number i At the same time, with a maximum period of about 51.6 days at the beginning of the series in 22.12.2013, the first oscillation shows a sharp drop in air temperature. This decline is dangerous from extreme values of model parameters (1). The second wavelet shows a slow rise in temperature from the beginning to the end of the year. At the same time, the period of both oscillations increases by the end of the year. With a constant daily cycle changes the fifth component. Therefore, the air temperature at intervals of 0.5 days is very important for plant life. Table 6 shows the parameters of 14 members of the model (1), the total correlation coefficient of the first four members is 0.7373, which is greater than the level of adequacy 0.7 for strong bonds. Four graphs are shown in Fig. 3 . The first term is the law of death according to the modified Laplace law, and the second term of the trend is the biotechnical law showing the limit of relative humidity increase after 30.09.2014. The two term trend refers to classical forms according to equation (2).
The third term characterizes the daily fluctuation with a constant period of 0.5 days. And the fourth term inhibits the increase in relative humidity in increasing amplitude (only 6 members It can be seen from the graphs in figure 3 that in comparison with other factors, relative humidity has a more pronounced amplitude with a daily cycle of changes in the wave of oscillatory perturbation (correlation coefficient 0.5506). Already this fact indicates that the dynamics of relative humidity for plants is more important than the air temperature (in figure 2, the fifth member of the daily temperature fluctuation has a correlation coefficient 0.4090).
The other two meteorological parameters (air pressure and dew point temperature) do not have daily fluctuations. Therefore, plants adapted oscillatory adaptation of ontogenesis to the daily dynamics of relative humidity and air temperature.
As it turned out, humidity has a stronger influence in ontogenesis compared to air temperature (Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2018a; Mazurkin & Kudryashova, 2015a) .To explore their joint influence on the ontogeny of the leaves need not two, but three-factor modeling.
Regularities of the dynamics of the dew point temperature
With a correlation coefficient of 0.8928 (Table 7) for the first four members of the model (1), this meteorological parameter has a controversial effect throughout the year. The first term, as for air temperature, has a negative sign and therefore shows the effect of space.
Thus, the first term of the trend shows the influence of space (global cooling). A second member of the biotechnical law gives stress excitation of meteorological parameters due to the growth of sunlight to the summer equinox (Fig. 4) .
The third term gives a jerk of the oscillatory perturbation of the dew point temperature in the first 100 days. It may turn out that this almost symmetrical wavelet gives plants a signal to prepare for the ontogenesis of leaves. this tremor occurs with a growing period of 41.4 days on 22.12.2013. moreover, the first wavelet has a positive effect on the growth of the dew point temperature. And the second wavelet is negative for growth. The period of fluctuation at the beginning of the year is almost 69 days.
The minimum at the beginning of the year half-period of oscillation of 14 members of the model (1) is 3.44 days for the 11th member. This is a weekly cycle of dew point temperature change. Compared with the air temperature, this meteorological indicator (Fig. 4) obtained a smaller correlation coefficient 0.8928 (for a seven -year array-0.8654 with a strong correlation coefficient of not less than 0.7).
We believed that the temperature of the dew point somehow, in a special way, affects the process of ontogenesis of leaves of woody plants. It may be that this factor strongly affects low-growing plants less than 2 m high, such as leaves of grass and herbaceous plants, as well as shrubs and agricultural plants. However, it turned out that this factor for the assessment of ontogenesis of birch leaves is significant.
Binary relations between meteorological parameters
Binary relations, and without any pre -conditions of selection, are necessary to assess the level of adequacy between the accepted factors. Due to the quantum entanglement of the relations between the factors, the wave equations by (1) are not obtained, so the trend model (2) was adopted for identification.
Effect of air pressure. The other three factors are air pressure affected by two members of the formula of the trend (Fig. 5): -the influence of air pressure on the air temperature for the year 0.3092 is more than 0.2378 in comparison with the data set for seven years, but the design is preserved as an equation 
With increasing air pressure in the surface layer of the atmosphere by the modified Laplace law increases all three meteorological parameters. The second term of all three meteorological parameters is negative, which most indicates the anthropogenic impact of pressure. In this case, the second term for relative humidity receives instead of the indicative law a complete construction in the form of a biotechnical law (Mazurkin, 2014) .
Effect of air temperature. Fig. 6 shows the effect graphs. The graphs of the left column with quantum certainty (unraveling) are characterized by equations (with the invariance of the structure of the equations): 
-the effect of air temperature on dew point temperature (0.9380 instead of 0.9485, that is, due to annual cycles of seven years, the data is better) 
Because of the negative temperature values, the abscissa axis was shifted by 50 0 . Or it was necessary to switch to the absolute scale in Kelvin.
Effect of relative humidity. This effect is shown by the graphs in Fig. 7 , which were identified by equations of the form, and without changing the design of the two trend members:
-effect of relative humidity on air pressure (for one year of data 0.1127 instead of 0.1859 due to exclusion of one year of cycle) 
-the influence of relative humidity on the dew point temperature (0.2564 instead of 0.1853 due to increased certainty for a particular year) The design of the models for all three meteorological parameters is the same: the first term of the trend is the law of exponential growth modified by us, and the crisis growth of the indicator the second term shows the growth according to the exponential law.
Influence of dew point temperature. Other meteorological parameters (Fig. 8 ) the dew point temperature is influenced by the formulas: 
Here, too, the design of the model has not changed, and the origin of the temperature is shifted to the left by 50 0 C.
The dew point affects in a complex way. With its increase, the air pressure on both members decreases. And the air temperature increases significantly. In a certain range of dew point temperature relative humidity remains almost constant, but the certainty of such a conclusion is only 0.0636. Therefore, the maximum quantum entanglement is observed under the influence of the dew point temperature on the relative humidity. At zero values of the influencing variables according to the previous formulas, we obtain the limit theoretical values of the dependent indicators (Table 8) .
From the data in Table 8 it can be seen that the most dangerous is the change in air pressure to zero. The atmosphere will be at an extremely high humidity of 706.36 %.In this case, there is a disproportion between the air temperature and the dew point temperature. Therefore, we believe that in every geographical point of the earth's land at weather stations it is necessary to pay close attention to the air pressure drops.
Quantum entanglement between meteorological parameters
In figures 5-8 quantum entanglement is characterized by residues in the second column of the graphs. The correlation coefficient of quantum entanglement is determined by the expression 1-r (Table 9) .
We introduce a new concept -quantum unraveling , which shows the adequacy of the detection of mathematical regularities in the form of wavelet signals. Therefore, the adequacy of quantum unraveling is characterized by the same value of the correlation coefficient, which was obtained during the application of the method of identification of asymmetric wavelets.
To characterize a part of the system of meteorological parameters on binary relations (interaction quantum), we introduce a new statistical indicator -the coefficient of correlative variation of quanta. For quantum unraveling in Table 9 , it will be 0.4067. At the same time, for seven-year data, this figure is 0.3897. Then it turns out that for three-hour observations it is necessary to take one year between December solstices. And for long-term three-hour data it is necessary to come up with a method of data reduction. In the simplest case, the sides along the abscissa and ordinate axes of a rectangle describing a swarm of points become the boundaries of the residuals on the graphs in figures 5-8. From figures 5-8 it can be seen that the swarms of points have a complex shape.
Coordinates of the centers of the remnants of the swarm can be adopted an arithmetic average of the values on the abscissa and the ordinate. There may be special centers for fashion and other statistical indicators of the sample.
Conclusions
Since the winter solstice is in the Northern hemisphere begins the annual revival of nature. Three-hour measurements of meteorological parameters on an array of 2917 lines from 22.12.2013 to 21.12.2014 allowed to identify models (1) and (2) in the software environment CurveExpert-1.40.Then there will be an opportunity of annual comparison of the revealed regularities.
The coefficient of correlation variation for 2,917 rows of four meteorological parameters increased to 0.5065, which is more than 0.4583 for a seven-year data array.The ranking of the factors changed only for dependent parameters: the air pressure was the third. The dynamics of the parameters is identified before the measurement error, and the number of members of the model can reach several tens. But the correlation coefficients of binary relations will not change.
14 members of the model (1) were accepted for all meteorological parameters. The article analyzed the first four terms.
For the dynamics of air pressure, the first term according to the modified Laplace law shows a decrease from the beginning of the year to its end. But the second term according to the law of exponential growth shows an increase in air pressure. As a result, two oppositely directed forces act on the change of pressure in the dynamics of three-hour changes during the year. And two wavelets counteract the growth of air pressure. The period of oscillations of the third member in the beginning of the year is equal to 21.2 days for the year is reduced. The second wavelet on 22.12.2013 had a period of 33.0 days and in the future it increases. The ninth member has a maximum of almost 200 days and then rises to the end of the year. The first wavelet in amplitude is significant up to the summer equinox.
For the dynamics of air temperature, the two forces are opposite. The first term according to the law of exponential growth shows an increase in negative temperatures, that is, an increased influence on the weather of space. And the second term of the trend according to the biotechnical law shows the influence of sunlight during the year. The maximum air temperature is observed near the summer equinox. In this case both the wavelet at a sign aimed at the growth temperature, indicating global warming. A negative sign in front of the component of the model shows global cooling.
For the dynamics of relative air humidity, the first term is the law of death according to the modified Laplace law, and the second term of the trend is the biotechnical law showing the limit of increase. The third term characterizes the daily fluctuation with a constant period of 0.5 days. The maximum oscillation period of 129.4 days is in the 11th member of the model.
In comparison with other factors, relative humidity has a more pronounced amplitude with a daily cycle of changes in the wave of oscillatory perturbation. The dynamics of relative humidity for plants is more important than air temperature. The other two meteorological parameters (air pressure and dew point temperature) do not have daily fluctuations. Therefore, plants adapted oscillatory adaptation of ontogenesis to the daily dynamics of relative humidity and air temperature.
For the dynamics of the dew point temperature, the first term, as well as for the air temperature, has a negative sign and therefore shows the effect of space (global cooling). And the second member of the biotechnical law gives the growth of the meteorological parameter due to sunlight to the summer equinox. The third term gives a jerk of the oscillatory perturbation of the dew point temperature in the first 100 days. Tremor occurs with a growing period of 41.4 days on 22.12.2013. moreover, the first wavelet has a positive effect on the growth of the dew point temperature. And the second wavelet is negative for growth. The period of fluctuation at the beginning of the year is almost 69 days. The minimum at the beginning of the year half-period of oscillation of 14 members of the model (1) is 3.44 days for the 11th member. This is a weekly cycle of dew point temperature change.
The quantum certainty of binary relations is different. With increasing air pressure in the surface layer of the atmosphere by the modified Laplace law increases all three meteorological parameters. The second term for all three meteorological parameters is negative. Thus the second term for relative humidity receives instead of the indicative law a full design in the form of the biotechnical law. Because of the negative temperature values, the abscissa axis was shifted by 50 0 C. Or it was necessary to switch to the absolute scale in Kelvin.
For the influence of relative humidity, the design of the models for all three meteorological parameters is the same: the first term of the trend is the law of exponential growth, and the crisis second term shows the growth according to the exponential law. The dew point affects in a complex way. With its increase, the air pressure on both members decreases. And the air temperature increases significantly. In a certain range of dew point temperature relative humidity remains almost constant.
A new concept is introduced -quantum unraveling , which shows the adequacy of revealing mathematical regularities in the form of wavelet signals. To characterize a part of the system of meteorological parameters on binary relations (interaction quantum), a new statistical indicator is introduced -the coefficient of correlative variation of quanta. For quantum unraveling it is equal 0.4067. For seven-year data, it is 0.3897. Then it turns out that for three-hour observations it is necessary to take one year between December solstices.
